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Engine start circuit. Hyundai Santa Fe Wiring Electrical Connector Info: Select your make and
model in the red title bar above so we can show the parts you need. Select year, make, model
above to verify this part fits your vehicle Vehicle Install Locations: Front. Great cars and trucks
like your Santa Fe need great parts. Anyone who owns a Hyundai knows that when it comes to
maintaining their automobile only the most superior replacement parts will do. Your Hyundai
dealership isn't the only place to locate trusted parts to repair your Santa Fe. When your
Hyundai Santa Fe left the factory, it was destined for a driver who prioritizes driver satisfaction
in their automobile. Hyundai vehicle enthusiasts have grown accustomed to a certain level of
fuel efficiency when driving their Santa Fe around town. The manufacture of your vehicle
utilizes many wiring electrical connector to complete the needed circuits in the automobile or
Hyundai Santa Fe. This electrical component allows for only small parts of the wiring harness to
be replaced when there is a malfunction instead of the entire harness. The wiring electrical
connector also allows for the harness to be connected to the many electrical devices in the
vehicle or Hyundai Santa Fe so that they can draw power from the alternator and run. Don't let a
Wiring Electrical Connector repair bring about the demise of your car, truck, or SUV, and don't
risk lowering its resale value by using anything but the best repair parts. When your Hyundai
requires the best replacement Wiring Electrical Connector, there's no need to trust any store
other than the authority, Car Parts Discount. If your car or truck was built in , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, then you will find the correct Hyundai Santa Fe Wiring Electrical Connector parts right here. My
Account Track Order. Select Vehicle Select New Vehicle. Select Your Year. In Stock, Add to cart

to see delivery date. Select year, make, model above to verify this part fits your vehicle. OEM: S
, Item: Only 7 left, In Stock, Add to cart to see delivery date. OEM: , Item: Only 3 left, In Stock,
Add to cart to see delivery date. Only 2 left, In Stock, Add to cart to see delivery date. Only 4 left,
In Stock, Add to cart to see delivery date. Only 8 left, In Stock, Add to cart to see delivery date.
Only 1 left, In Stock, Add to cart to see delivery date. What Wiring Electrical Connector does for
your vehicle. The things our company has to make it special. If we do not have it, we can also
design and make a new mould to produce it. If you want to check any price of our
products,please feel free to contact us. CN connector for hyundai automotive male Good quality
28pin plastic auto pbt adapter iatf Zhongzhi 12 pin hyundai auto injector connector professional
manufacturer for automotive. High quality hyundai scooter waterproof harness plug Models
Available for honda automotive electrical connectors. Gf 2 pins cable automotive connector
Langrun pbt gf for automobile DJ 0. Economic Efficient hyundai connector. If you want to check
any price of our products, please feel free to contact us. If we do not have it , we can also
design and make a new mould to produce it. Q : What about your delivery time9 A: We have a
lot of products in stock. We can offer one whole set including housing, terminals and seals, you
can choose according your detail requirement too. We are supplying not only to after-service
market but also many big car maker sub-contractors too. A: Can I buy 1pc sample first and
small order9 Q:Of course, support sample order and small order, especially for new customers
under certain condition. A:How much for 1 pc sample9 Q:Normally sample is free for checking,
4. A:How long to make a sample9 Q:Normally in days. Car headlight plug waterproof electrial
auto socket female HP wiring harness cable connector for KIA Hyundai. Japanese automotive
electrical connector waterproof 2 pin Jorch for hyundai kia. Forkia hyundai kia aux usb input
audio audio adapter connector obdii obd2 16pin car diagnostic tools obd cable. Auto 10 pin
male female automotive electrical connector for toyota hyundai mercedes mitsubishi vw ford
car tyco amp Longsun. LEYEDE 18 24 42 pin male female automobile car radio wire adaptor
connector for kias hyundai automotive. You will find the best hyundai connector that joins your
device and electrical terminals. These hyundai connector enable contact between cables,
electronic components, wires, etc. The products on this platform are available at affordable
costs. Here in this platform, you can also find the hyundai connector that are used in big
factories, commercial aircraft, industries, HVAC controls, etc. These hyundai connector contain
the best quality that you will not find anywhere else. You can use these hyundai connector in
accordance with your requirements. These hyundai connector are designed and created by
trusted manufacturers who have a history of more than 20 years of experience in the related
manufacturing sector. At Alibaba. With affordable prices, amazing discounts, and trusted
sellers, no stone is unturned. It is up to you to choose the best hyundai connector that suits
your requirement at a good price. Connectors Wiring Harness Terminals. Supplier Types. Trade
Assurance Supplier. Product Types. Ready to Ship. Taiwan, China 1. Home connectors hyundai
connector. Top-ranking products. Contact Supplier. CN Dongguan 7star Technology Co. Go to
Page Go. About products and suppliers: Alibaba. Related Searches: hyundai car connector vw
audi connector tool sensor for hyundai hyundai h factory light hyundai h injection hyundai
hyundai h 2 door for hyundai connector for the controller ece hyundai kia audi suppliers
hyundai america suppliers hyundai auto connector suppliers hyundai electr suppliers hyundai
i40 wholesale vitamin liquid cristal diamond. Fuel gauge Type 0 Cross - coil type Fixed point
type : Pointer should not fall into the "E" point but indicate remaining fuel level when the
ignition is off Standard values Level Gauge Resistance n Gauge angle ' E Empty 95 2. Apply
power for 1 0 minutes. Then turn off the power for an hour and read the position of the pointer.
Troubleshooting enables you to confine the problem to a particular area. Radio and tape player
have no sound at all. Are all connectors behind radio and tape player prop- erly connected? Yes
Is there voltage 12V be- tween terminal 16 of the M16 and body ground? Yes Are radio and
player prop- erly connected? Yes Check connection between output connector of radio and car.
Temporarily install another speaker. I NotO. Still poor? Check for object lying on Temporarily
install another speaker and rattling 1 Remove obJect antenna. OK' I Not O. Extend antenna. Yes
: Replace antenna Does the tester indicate an open circuit? No I Is the broadcast quality the Yes
: Replace radio unit cause of poor tone quality? Not O. To use good quality tape. Don't put
anything inside tape door except tape 3. I Tighten the screws I I O. I lis the antenna lead-in
routed I Yes Reroute the antenna lead-in I too close to a harness? I I enna lead, is there a noise?
I Noise from outside source I No fault in radio unit the above points, check for outside No I
noise sources various accesso- ries, i. Check ground Ground completely O. Check mounting
screws Tighten the screws O. Check with another tape Tape is defective Not O. Is wiring
correct? No I A CD is already in the unit. I I though CD can be inserted? I I is rejected? I Yes
Check CD. I No Does it operate properly? Jves Repair or replace CD player if the combined
radio cassette operates properly. Is CD face scratched or dirty? CD is defective, or clean CD. I

with an existing proper CD? Stop vehicle, and check it. Check by using a CD which is free of
scratches, dirt or other damage. Does sound skip when the side of No Check for skipping while
driving the CD player is tapped? Repair or replace CD player. I Yes Is the combined amplifier or
radio connected securely? I Yes If CD does not eject, don't try removing it. The player may be
damaged. Therfore, contact a service shop for repairs. I Yes Does it play properly if another CD
player is connected? I No Repair or replace the combined radio. I No : Securely connect them.
No Inspect antenna Temporarily install another antenna. Yes Is the tape player head O.
Improperly connected harness or connector. Dirty, worn or damaged tape player head,
improperly installed tape player head. Check for an improperly connected I Correct the
connection or re- I tape player head wire or a malfunc- l place the malfunctioning parts. The tape
being tested must be of I Use tapes which have been I good stereo quality. I recorded in stereo.
Check that the antenna is Not O. Tester indi- cates open circuit? Use head cleaner or isopropyl
alcohol for oxide and dirt build-up O. Use C, 60, 90 tapes C tape is very thin and delicate Check
with another tape tt Tape is defective. Change tape Not O. Wiper low and wiper high does not
work. Check No. When washer switch is on, wiper does not work. No windows operate from the
main switch on the driver's door. NG Replace fuse or fusible link No. Driver's side window does
not operate. Inspect the battery supply voltage of power window main switch between NG
Repair the wire harness and connector terminals 1 0 and Passenger's side window does not
operate. Inspect the battery supply voltage of passenger's side power window switch NG Repair
the wire harness and between connector terminal 6 poor ground G08 and ground. Lock function
works but unlock function does not in- terlock. When passenger side knob is controlled, all
doors interlocks, but when driver side knob is controlled, all doors do not interlock. Unlock
function works but lock function does not in- terlock. Input wiring short of driver's side door
lock switch I Driver's side door lock switch NG inspection 2. Internal switch contact failure of
driver's side door lock actuator OK 1. Output wiring short of all doors' lock actuator 2. All doors'
lock actuator failure 1. Check the wiring between connectors M and Check the wiring between
connector and ground G Measure resistance of actuator by handling it by the hand after
connecting an ohmmeter to the both ends of actuator unit. Locked condition : oo Unlocked
condition : Normal if it is below 1 n [] Connector terminal of driver's side door lock actuator
Check the output wiring between door lock relay and all doors' actuator Apply 12V to the both
ends under uninstalled condition, and it's normal if it operates. When passenger side knob is
controlled. All doors interlocks. But when the driver side knob is controlled, all doors do not
interlock. Internal switch contact failure of passenger's side door lock actuator OK 1. All doors'
lock actuator failure BE 1. Check the wiring between connectors Mand Check the wiring
between connector and ground GO? Locked condition : oo Unlocked condition : Normal if it is
below 1 n [] Connector terminal of passenger's side door lock actuator Check the output wiring
between door lock relay and all doors' actuator. Apply 12V to the both ends under uninstalled
condition, and it's normal if it operates. Both sides do not interlock either. Alarm does not work.
Hazard lamp works NG I No. When hood is opened inside the car like alarm test, horn does not
work. When door is opened inside the car like alarm test, horn does not work If tailgate and
hood is opened, alarm works Check input wiring short of all door switch 1 NG Repair an open in
the wire between connector M terminal 10, 11, 12 OK and the door switch. When tailgate is
opened inside the car like alarm test, horn does not work. Check input wiring short of tailgate
switch 1 NG Repair an open in the wire between connector M terminal 14 OK and the tailgate
switch. When the vehicle is locked by the transmitter, cen- tral door lock function works but
hazard lamp doesn't blink. NG Check input wiring short of all door switch 1 Repair an open in
the wire between connector M and the door switch OK NG Repair an open in the wire between
Check input wiring short of tailgate switch connector M and the tailgate switch OK Display
When checking hood switch under open condition Rubber at the above hood is not closed
condition pressing enough the hood switch. Engine does not start, when the alarm released
con- dition. YES Does the start motor move? Central door lock function works, but keyless
entry system does not work. YES Does the transmitter lamp work when its button is depressed?
OK Does the door lock or unlock when the transmitter button is depressed? Ground 6 N.
Disconnect the negative - battery terminal. Remove the 2 screws and 2 bolts holding the driver's
crash pad lower panel. ETPDE 3. Disconnect the hood release cable and the data link connector
from the beneath driver's crash pad lower panel. ETPDB 4. Remove the glove box. Disconnect
the intake control mode, mode control and air mix control cable. Detach the clips and
disconnect the wire connectors then carefully remove the center facia panel with a flat-tip
screwdriver. Remove the 4 screws holding the audio unit and dis- connect the wire connector
then remove the audio unit. KTPCA 8. Installation is the reverse of removal. To obtain optimum
performance, clean the head, and capstan as often as necessary, depending on fre- quency of
use and tape cleanness. To clean the tape head and capstan, use a cotton swab dipped in

ordinary rubbing alcohol. Wipe the head and capstan. Remove the screw holding the inner
handle and dis- connect the inner handle rod and lock rod, then re- move the inner handle.
Remove the screws holding the front door trim panel then carefully remove it with a flat-tip
screwdriver. Remove the 4 screws and disconnect the wire con- nector, then remove the front
speaker. KTPCA 4. Remove the screws holding the rear door trim panel then carefully remove it
with a flat-tip screwdriver. Remove the 4 screws and disconnect the wire con- nector, then
remove the rear speaker. KTPCB 4. Check the speaker with an ohmmeter. If a clicking sound is
emitted from the speaker when the ohmmeter is connectedto the speaker terminals, the speaker
is ok. Detach the lens from the overhead console lamp with a flat-tip screwdriver. Remove the 2
screws and the roof wire connector then remove the overhead console assembly. Remove the
roof antenna after removing a nut. Remove the sun visor and the assist grip handle then pull the
headliner down and remove the roof antenna cable. ETPDB 5. Do not drop the air bag module or
clock spring or allow contact with water,grease or oil. Replace if a dent, crack, deformation or
rust is detected. The air bag module should be stored on a flat surface and placed so that
thepad surface is facing upward. Do not place anything on top of it. Do not expose the air bag
module to temper- atures over ' C 20d' F. After deployment of an air bag, replace the clock
spring with a new one. Wear gloves and safety glasses when hand- ing an air bag that has been
deployed. An undeployed air bag module should only be disposed of in accordance withthe
proce- dures mentioned in the restraints section. When you disconnect the air bag module-clock spring connector, take care notto apply excessive force. The removed air bag module
should be stored in a clean, dry place. Prior to installing the clock spring, align the mating mark
and "NEUTRAL" position indica- tor of the clock spring, and after turning the front wheelsto the
straight-ahead position, in- stall the clock spring to the column switch. To inspect the clock
sprlng,refer to the restraints section. KPPDA 2. Remove the 3 bolts and disconnect the air bag
con- nector and the horn connector, then remove the air bag module. KPPDA 3. Remove the
steering wheel lock nut. Remove the steering wheel with special tool Doing so may damage the
collapsible mechanism. KPPDA 5. Remove the steering column shroud after removing 3 screws.
KPPDA 6. Remove the clock spring. Disconnect the wire connectors and remove the
multi-function switch after pressing down the indi- cated parts as shown in the illustration.
KPPDA 8. Open the hood and remove the hood latch cover after removing 2 screws. KTPCA 2.
Remove the bolt and disconnect the horn connector, then remove the horn. Test the horn by
connecting battery voltage to the 1 terminal and ground the 2 terminal. The horn should make a
sound. If the horn fails to make a sound, replace it. Remove the front door trim panel. Refer to
BD group- Front door 2. Disconnect the 6P connector from the actuator. Check actuator
operation by connecting power and ground according to the table. To prevent damage to the
actuator, apply battery voltage only momentarily. Remove the rear door trim panel. Refer to BD
group- Rear door 2. Check for continuity between the terminals in each switch position
according to the table. Remove the tailgate trim panel. Refer to BD group- Tailgate 2. KTPCA 3.
Refer to BD group - Tailgate 2. Remove the tailgate latch after removing 3 bolts and disconnect
the 1 P connector from the tailgate switch. Check for continuity between the terminal and
ground according to the table. Remove the air duct after removing 2 bolts. Disconnect the 1 P
connector from the hood switch. Remove the driver's crash pad lower panel. Refer to BD
group-Crash pad 2. Disconnect the 4P connector from the door warning switch. Check for
continuity between the terminals in each position according to the table. Remove the horn after
removing a bolt and disconnect the 2P connector from the horn. Test the horn by connecting
battery power to the ter- minal 1 and ground the terminal 2. If the horn fails to make a sound
replace it. Pressing the remote keypad unlock button once will result in a 0. As part of the
arming sequence the alarm first en- ters a pre-armed state before falling into the armed state.
During this pre-armed state alarm triggers are ignored. Pre-armed state can be reached from the
alarmed state, the start inhibit state or the disarmed state. Pre-Arming of the alarm can be
achieved by a press of the lock button on the remote key. In the pre-armed state the visible and
audible warn- ings are disabled. This system enters the armed state if it is in the pre- armed
state and, after 0. If TX lock signal is received when a door, tail gate or hood is open, then lock
output is given and a flash of hazard is not given. The armed state cannot be reached by locking
the car with the keys. T2 : Max. T3: 1. The alarm can be disarmed by the following methods :
Pressing the unlock button on the TX key. This means that the driver is inside the vehicle before
pushing TX lock, so sys- tem should not arm. In the disarm state the visible and audible
warnings are disabled and start is enabled. Disarm state cannot be reached using the door
locks by key. Audible horn and visual hazard lamp warnings are issued, for 27seconds duration. The horn warning is continuously occurring in this period. The alarm is given in the case
where a door is opened with a key. Start relay drive output is disabled, so start- ing is inhibited.
Audible horn and visual hazard lamp warnings are issued, for three cycles, each cycle sec. The

horn warning is continuously occurring during the on period. After this time, the system
maintains the start in- hibit state, where no audible and visual warnings are issued but engine
starting is not possible. T2: 10 1sec. ETOCD 4. T2: 1. ON Horn is disabled and start is enabled
after confirmation of actuator lock At this time, when the door is closed, Hazard lamp is flashed
one time period : 2 sec. When another alarm occurs during alarming, the starting is disabled,
and the alarm continues to sound for the remained time of warning signal. The alarm continues
to sound after the second alarm condition is removed. New alarm condition occurs after
alarming with all entrances closed If any entrance is opened again then The horn is ON 3 times
EC area : one time for 27sec. Start is disabled Hazard lamps flash during the ON time of horn
New alarm condition occur after alarming with any entrance open. If another entrance is
opened, the ETACS mod- ule keeps start disabled and there is no horn out- put. Disarming
using the key During alarming, in case that door warning switch key in is ON and then IGN1 and
IGN2 are both ON for 30 sec continuously, the alarm is can- celled, and the system enters the
disarm state. After alarming, in case that door warning switch key in is ON and then IGN1 and
IGN2 are both ON for 30 sec continuously, the alarm is can- celled, and the system enters the
disarm state. Upon restoring the battery, the alarm state shall be entered and the alarm cycle
shall restarted timer re- set to 0. Check that the red light flickers when the door lock or unlock
button is pressed on the transmitter. Remove the battery and check voltage if the red light
doesn't flicker. Replace the transmitter battery with a new one, if volt- age is below 3V then try
to lock and unlock the doors with the transmitter by pressing the lock or unlock but- ton five or
six times. If the doors lock and unlock, the transmitter is O. K, but if the doors don't lock and
unlock, register the transmitter code, then try to lock and unlock the doors See the workshop
manual page BE 5. K, but if the doors don't lock and unlock, replace the trans- mitter. To
register transmitter code, first connect keyless adapter to DLC Data Link Connector cable of
hi-scan as shown in the illustration. After connecting keyless adapter to the multi purpose
check connector 1 Opins beside data link connector in driver side crash pad lower panel, turn
the power on hi-scan. ETACM 5. After removing the ignition key from key cylinder, push
"ENTER" key to proceed to the next mode for code saving. ETACN 6. Follow steps 1 to 3 and
then code saving is completed. ETPDA 5. If the seat belt is sensed as fastened during the
indicator and the chime bell output, the chime bell is switched OFF immediately and the seat
belt warning indicator is illuminated for the remained seconds. If the door is closed, the lamp
follows as the above step 1. With a knob remains locked, if the switch in the actu- ator is not
changed, the central locking shall issue 1 pulse of 1 seconds duration and 3 pulses of 0. There
should be continuity between the No. There should be no continuity between the No. Be sure
there is no play in the fuse holders, and that the fuses are held securely. Are the fuse capacities
for each circuit correct? Are there any blown fuses? If a fuse is to be replaced, be sure to use a
new fuse of the same capacity. Always determine why the fuse blew and completely eliminate
the problem before in- stalling a new fuse. The two causescan easily be determined by a visual
check af- ter removing the fuses. Fuse blown due to over-current. Prior to replacing the fuse
with a new one, check the circuit for a short and the related parts for abnormal conditions. Only
after the correction of a short or re- placement of abnormal parts, should a fuse with the same
ampere rating be installed. Fuse blown due to repeated on-off current. Normally, this type of
problem occurs after a fairly long period of use, and is less frequent than 1 above. In this case,
you may simply replace with a new fuse of the same capacity. If the fuse is blown, be sure to
replace a fuse with the same ampere rating. To remove or insert a fuse, use the fuse puller in
the fuse box. W"i 21 -':'"-"-'. Trip com. Clock switch Batterv! Remove the cluster facia panel after
removing a screw. ESPDA 3. Remove the cluster from the housing after removing 4 screws.
KSPDB 4. Disconnect the wire connectors from the cluster. Adjust the pressure of the tires to
the specified level. Drive the vehicle onto a speedometer tester. Use wheel chocks as
appropriate. Check if the speedometer indicator range is within the standard values. Connect
the scan tool to the diagnostic link connector or install a tachometer. With the engine started,
compare the readings of the tester with that of the tachometer. Replace the tachometer if the
tolerance is exceeded. Disconnect the fuel sender connector from the fuel sender. Connect a 3.
Turn the ignition switch to the ON, and then check that the bulb lights up and the fuel gauge
needle moves to full. Reversing the connections of the tachometer will damage the transistor
and diodes inside. When removing or installing the tachometer, be careful not to drop it or
subject it to severe shock. Using an ohmmeter, measure the resistance between terminals 2 and
3 at each float level. Also check that the resistance changes smoothly when the float is moved
from "E" to "F". Connect a test lamp 12V, 3. Immerse the sender in water. The lamp should be
off while the thermister is sub- merged in the water, and should illuminate when the sender is
taken out of the water. Disconnect the wiring connector from the engine coolant temperature
sender in the engine compart- ment. Turn the ignition switch ON. Check that the gauge needle

indicates cool. Turn the ignition switch OFF. Connect a 12V, 3. ETLA 4. Verify that the test bulb
flashes and that the indicator moves to HOT. If operation is not as specified, replace the sender.
Then recheck the system. Using an ohmmeter, measure the resistance between the terminal 2
and ground. If the resistance value is not as shown in the table, replace the temperature sender.
Check that there is continuity between the switch's terminal and ground with the engine
stopped. Check that there is no continuity between the terminal and ground with the engine
running. If operation is not as specified, replace the switch. Disconnect the connector from the
warning switch and ground the terminal on the wire harness side con- nector. Check that the
warning lamp lights up. If the warning lamp doesn't light, test the bulb or inspect wire harness.
Remove the connector from the switch located at the brake fluid reservoir. Verity that continuity
exists between switch terminals 1 and 2 while pressing down the switch float with a rod. Start
the engine. Release the parking brake. Remove the connector from the brake fluid level warning switch. Ground the connector at the harness side. Verify that the warning lamp lights. To
adjust, move the switch mount up and down with the parking brake lever released all the way.
Check that there is continuity between the terminal and switch body with the switch ON Lever is
pulled. Check that there is no continuity between the termi- nal and switch bodywith the switch
OFF Lever is re- leased. If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch or in- spect its
ground connection. Remove the connector from the switch. Check for continuity between
terminals. Seat belt condition Continuity Fastened Non-conductive oof! Not fastened
Conductive Of! Remove the negative - battery terminal. Remove the driver's side crash pad
lower panel. Remove the door lock and door unlock relay, then check for continuity between the
terminals. Remove the power door mirror switch from the door trim panel. Disconnect the power
door mirror connector from the harness. Apply battery voltage to each terminal as shown in the
table and verify that the mirror operates properly. Disconnect the 2P connector from the motor.
KTPCB 3. Connect the motor terminals directly to battery voltage 12V and check that the motor
operates smoothly. Next, reverse the polarity and check that the motor operates smoothly in the
reverse direction. If the operation is abnormal, replace the motor. Remove the power window
main switch from the driver's door trim panel. Check for continuity between the terminals.
Remove the power window sub switch from the rear door trim panel. If continuity is not as
specified in the table, replace the power window switch. Apply finger pressure on the tin foil,
moving the tin foil along the grid line to check for open circuits. Turn on the defogger switch
and use a voltmeter to measure the voltage of each heater line at the glass center point. If a
voltage of approximately 6V is in- dicated by the voltmeter, the heater line of the rear window is
considered satisfactory. ETAC 3. If a heater line is burned out between the center point and terminal, the voltmeter will indicate OV. ETAD 4. To check for open circuits, slowly move the
test lead in the direction that the open circuit seems to ex- ist. Try to find a point where a
voltage is generated or changes to OV. The point where the voltage has changed is the
open-circuit point. Use an ohmmeter to measure the resistance of each heater line between a
terminal and the center of a grid line, and between the same terminal and the center of one
adjacent heater line. The section with a broken heater line will have a resistance twice as that in
other sections. In the affected section, move the test lead to a position where the resistance
sharply changes. Conductive paint. Paint thinner. Masking tape. Silicone remover. Using a thin
brush : ETAF Wipe the glass adjacent to the broken heater line, clean with silicone remover and
attach the masking tape as shown. Shake the conductive paint container well, and apply three
coats with a brush at intervals of about 15 minutes apart. Remove the tape and allow sufficient
time for drying before applying power. For a better finish, scrape away excess deposits with a
knife after the paint has completely dried. Allow 24 hours. Remove the switch connector from
the air control panel. If continu- ity is not as specified in the table, replace the defogger switch.
Remove the 3 bolts and disconnect the airbag con- nector and the horn connector, then remove
the airbag module. KPPDA 4. KPPDA 7. Remove the windshield wiper arm and blade after removing a nut. Remove the weatherstrip and cowl top cover after re- moving 4 screws. ETPDB 3.
Remove the windshield wiper motor and linkage as- sembly after removing 4 bolts. Remove the
connector from the wiper motor. Check that the motor operates at low speed. Check that the
motor operates at high speed. Low 4. High 5. Parking 3. Ground 6. Operate the motor at low
speed using the stalk con- trol. Stop the motor operation anywhere except at the off position by
disconnecting terminal 1 3. Connect terminals 1 and 5. Check that the motor stops running at
the off position. Install the wiper arm and blade to the specified posi- tion. Set the washer nozzle
on the specified spray position. Remove the washer hose and the washer motor con- nector.
Remove the washer reservoir after removing 2 bolts. With the washer motor connected to the
reservoir tank, fill the reservoir tank with water. Check that the motor operates normally. Ground
3. Remove 4 screws and 2 clips holding the tailgate trim panel. ESPDB 2. Remove the rear wiper
arm after removing a nut. Remove a hexagonal nut after removing a pivot cover. Remove the

rear wiper motor after removing 2 bolts and disconnect the wire connector. Remove the
connector from the rear wiper motor. Replace the motor if it operates abnormally. Switch 4.
Install the rear wiper arm and blade to the specified position. Set the rear washer nozzle on the
specified spray po- sition. Disconnect the connector from the rear wiper and washer switch.
Remove the seat warmer switch from the floor console panel. Detach the lamp lens from the
overhead console then remove the mounting screws 2EA. After disconnecting the roof wiring
and sunroof wiring connector then remove the overhead console lamp assembly from the
headliner. Using an ohmmeter, check for continuity between the terminals. If the continuity is
not as specified, replace the sunroof switch. Pull down the rear headliner then disconnect the
wire connector from the sunroof controller. Insert a probe of test lamp to switch harness side
connector terminal No. OK : Test lamp "ON" 3. Insert a probe of test lamp to switch harness
side connector No. OK : Test lamp "ON" 4. Apply the battery voltage to the switch harness side
connector terminal No. OK : Test lamp "ON" 5. After inspection of wiring harness, if sunroof
controller is not operate normally, replace the sunroof controller. Pull down the rear headliner.
Disconnect the motor side connector from the sunroof controller. Apply the battery voltage to
the terminal No. Check that the motor turns. Reverse the connections and check that the motor
turns in the reverse direction. Remove the 2 bolts holding the front bumper upper cover.
Remove the head lamp mounting bolts 2EA , then disconnect the lamp connectors. Alternately
turn the adjusting gear to adjust the head lamp aiming. If beam-setting equipment is not
available, pro- ceed as follows: 1. Inflate the tires to the specified pressure and remove any
loads from the vehicle except the driver, spare tire, and tools. The vehicle should be placed on a
flat floor. Draw vertical lines Vertical lines passing through respective head lamp centers and a
horizontal line Horizontal line passing through center of head lamps on the screen. With the
head lamp and battery in normal condition, aim the head lamps so the brightest portion falls on
the horizontal and vertical lines. Make vertical and horizontal adjustments to the lower beam
using the adjusting wheel. With the front fog lamps and battery normal condition, aim the front
fog lamps by turning the adjusting gear. Turn the low beam on without driver aboard. The
cut-off line should be projected in the allowable range shaded region. Turn the front fog lamp on
without driver aboard. Remove the 2 screws holding the rear combination lamp. Disconnect the
wire connector from the rear combi- nation lamp. Remove the room lamp switch then operate
the switch and check for continuity between the terminals with an ohmmeter. Detach the lamp
lens from the overhead console. Remove the mounting screws 2EA and disconnect the wire
connector. Remove the center facia panel with a flat-tip screw- driver. KSPDN 3. Detach the
hazard lamp switch from the center facia panel, then disconnect the wire connector. Operate the
switch and check for continuity between terminals with an ohmmeter. Remove the flasher unit
from the passenger compart- ment relay box. KTDAA 3. Connect the two turn signal lamps in
parallel to termi- nal1. Check that the bulbs turn on and off. If operation is not as specified,
replace the flasher unit. Detach the rheostat connector from the driver's crash pad panel. Check
for intensity. If the light intensity of the lamps changes smoothly without any flickering when
the rheostat is turned, it can be assumed that the rheo- stat is normal. Remove the front wheel
guard. Remove the front fog lamp assembly after removing the screws, then disconnect the wire
connector. KTOBH 4. Detach the front fog lamp switch from the center facia panel, then
disconnect the wire connector. Detach the rear fog lamp switch from the center facia panel, then
disconnect the wire connector. Remove the tailgate trim. Remove the license plate lamp and
disconnect the wire connector. Remove the rear spoiler after removing 4 nuts. Remove the 4
screws, disconnect the wire connector and then remove the center high mounted stop lamp.
KTPC 4. Disconnect the negative battery terminal. Detach the luggage lamp assembly from the
luggage side trim with a flat-tip screwdriver. KTOBJ 3. Disconnect the switch connector from
the crash pad lower panel. Measure the voltage between terminals 3 and 5 V. BE Position No.
Rotation 0 oo 1 30 2 60 3 90 5. If the voltage is not as specified, replace the head lamp levelling
switch. Since the vehicle engine management system is able to control engine mobilization, it is
the most suitable unit to control the SMARTRA. The ECM carries out the check of ignition key
by special encryption algorithm, which runs in the transponder and in the ECM in parallel. Only
if the results are equal, the engine can be started. The data of all transponder, which are valid
for the vehicle, are stored in the ECM. The multiplexer is a part of ECM hardware. This wireless
communication runs by RF Radio frequency of kHz. This device is only an advanced interface,
which converts the RF data flow of transponder into serial communication to ECM and vice
versa. The transponder is of Hitag2 type with advanced encryp- tion algorithm. During the key
teaching procedure the transponder will be programmed with vehicle specific data. The vehicle
specific data are written into the transponder memory. The write procedure is unique; therefore
the con- tent of transponder can never be modified or changed. The data are a string of 9 bytes
defined by vehicle manu- facturer. The transponder memory is split into two strings called

authenticator and key password. After this programming the transponder memory is locked and
the data cannot be read or changed respectively. The transponder status changes from "virgin"
to "learnt". Additionally every transponder includes a unique IDE Identifier number of 32 bit.
Unique means that the IDE of all transponder is different from each other. The IDE is
programmed by the transponder manufacturer and is a read-only value. The authenticator and
the key password are not trans- ferred from ECM to transponder or vice versa. Only the results
from the encryption algorithm are transferred. It is almost impossible to calculate the vehicle
specific data from the encryption result. For teaching of keys and special purposes the ECM is
con- nected to the tester device. This can be the manufacturer's service tester, which is in use
at service station. The pro- tocol of communication is the K line of ECM. The procedure starts
with an ECM request for vehicle spe- cific data from the tester. The "virgin" ECM stores the vehicle specific data and the key teaching can be started. The "learnt" ECM compares the vehicle
specific data from the tester with the stored data. If the data are correct, the teaching can
procede. If incorrect vehicle specific data have been sent to the ECM three times, the ECM will
reject the request of key teaching for one hour. This time cannot be reduced by disconnect- ing
the battery or any other manipulation. After reconnect- ing the battery, the timer starts again for
one hour. BE The key teaching is done by ignition on with the key and additional tester
commands. Then the ECM runs the authentication required for confirmation of the teaching
process. The successful programming is then confirmed by a message to the tester. There is no
changed transponder content this is impossible for a learnt transponder. The attempt to
repeatedly teach a key, which has been taught already during the same teaching cycle, is recognized by the ECM. This rejects the key and a message is sent to the tester. The ECM rejects
invalid keys, which are presented for teaching. A message is sent to the tester. The key can be
invalid due to faults in the transponder or other reasons, which result from unsuccessful
programming of data. The maximum number of taught keys is 4 If an error occurs during the
Immobilizer Service Menu, the ECM status remains unchanged and a specific fault code is
stored. If the ECM status and the key status do not match for teaching of keys, the tester
procedure will be stopped and a specific fault code will be stored at ECM. The owner of the
vehicle can select a number with four digits. User password teaching is only accepted by a
"learnt" ECM. Before first teaching of user password to an ECM, the status of the password is
"virgin". No limp home func- tion is possible. The teaching is started by ignition on, with a valid
key and sending the user password by tester. After successful teaching, the status of the user
password changes from "virgin" to "learnt". The learnt user password can also be changed.
This can be done if the user password status is "learnt" and the tester sends authorization of
access, either the old user password or the vehicle specific data. After correct autho- rization,
the ECM requests the new user password. The status remains "learnt" and the new user
password will be valid for the next limp home mode. This time cannot be reduced by
disconnecting the battery or any other actions. After reconnecting the battery, the timer starts
again for one hour. Once the energy supplied from the coil has stopped, using the stored
energy in the condenser, the transponder transmits the secret data. The transponder has an
advanced encryption algorithm. During the key teaching procedure, the transponder will be
programmed with vehicle specific data. The write procedure is once only; therefore, the
contents of the transponder can never be modified or changed. The ECM carries out a check of
the ignition key using a t special encryption algorithm, whichis programmed into B6BEE the
transponder as well as the ECM simultaneously. Only if the results are equal can the engine be
started. Limp home is only possible if the user password 4 digits has been given to the ECM
before. This password can be selected by the vehicle owner and is programmed at the service
station. The user password can be sent to the ECM via the special tester menu. Only if the ECM
is in status "learnt" and the user pass- word status is "learnt" and the user password is correct, the ECM will be unlocked for a period of time 30 sec. The engine can only be started during
this time. After the time has elapsed, engine start is not possi- ble. If the wrong user password
is sent, the ECM will re- ject the request of limp home for one hour. Discon- necting the battery
or any other action cannot reduce this time. After econnecting the battery to the ECM, the timer
starts again for one hour. The engine can be started during this time. Af- ter the time has
elapsed, engine start is not possible. After a new password has been input, the timer 30 sec.
After ignition off, the ECM is locked if the timer has elapsed 8 seconds. For the next start, the
input of the user password is requested again. Data stored in the ECM related to the immobilizer
function. There are four different faults that are assigned to the im- mobilizer system. Every fault
is broken down into four different types circuit malfunction, circuit range I perfor- mance
problem, low input, high input. All keys have to be taught to the new ECM. The vehicle specific
data have to be left unchanged due to the unique programming of transponder. There are no
transponder-related data stored in this device. A valid ignition key is inserted and after ignition

on is recorded, the ECM requests the vehicle specific data from the tester. The communication
messages are described at "Neutral Mode". After successfully receiving the data, the ECM is
neutralized. Neither the limp home mode nor the "twice ignition on" function, is accepted by the
ECM. The teaching of keys follows the procedure described for the virgin ECM. The vehicle
specific data have to be un- changed due to the unique programming of the transpon- der. If
data should be changed, new keys with a virgin transponder are requested. Remove the 2 bolts
and 2 screws holding the driver's side crash pad lower panel and remove it. Remove the 4 bolts
connecting steering column shaft to universal joint and pinion. KPPDA 1 0. Remove a bolt
connecting universal joint to gear box. KPPDA Remove the steering column shaft assembly.
Remove the key lock assembly from the steering col- umn shaft. Disconnect the ignition switch
connector and the door warning switch connector under the steering column. If continuity is not
as specified, replace the switch. Open navigation menu. Close suggestions Search Search. User
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